The Safety of Professionalization Subjects in Psychological and Neuropsychological Aspects
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Abstract: Recently, the revision of priorities in the interpretation of the security problem and their transformation from the interests of the state to the interests of man himself, have actualized the study of psychological protection. Especially aspects of personal protection are relevant in the professional sphere, which led to the development of the problem of personal protection as a subject of professionalization, taking into account psychological and neuropsychological factors. The purpose of the study is to empirically verify the structurally functional organization of personal protection as a subject of professionalization. The proposed model is based on the methodological principles and conditions of the content of the subject, system and synergetic approaches (the subject principle determines the subjective features expressed in subjective-personal characteristics, the system principle - substantial features expressed in socially personal characteristics; the synergetic principle - quality features that are integrative sign of professional protection of the individual. The sample of the study was: graduating students (n = 180); 4th and 5th year students (n = 230); doctors and medical workers (n = 441). The characteristics of psychodiagnostic tools used in these blocks of the empirical research program are described. The results of the study demonstrated the excellent content of empirical referents of professional protection of the individual in the period of professional optation, professional training and actual professional implementation in ordinary and special conditions of activity. The scientific position of the empirical study of professional safety of the individual is realized in the separation of the experience of social satisfaction, the system-forming factor of which is the urgent need that initiates the manifestation of successful professional realization.
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Introduction

A productive human life, full of real values and principles, determines the trajectory of its development, the vectorization of which is due to the psychological fact of protection, which is an integral part of socio-economic and socio-political processes and a basic factor in quality of life. Recently, the revision of priorities in the interpretation of the protection problem and their transformation from the interests of the state to the interests of man himself, have actualized the study of psychological protection. Acute contradictions associated with the established system of professional development of personality are manifested at all stages, from professional optics, professional training, and ending with the actual professional functioning with all the signs of psychological protection.

In the professional realization of personality changes are particularly intense, because it concentrates the main activity of the subject. Activity as a functional-dynamic system of personality, integrates and regulates in dynamics all its personal structure (needs, abilities, will, consciousness), provides an opportunity to take into account the requirements of society and the manifestation of independence, self-determination as a subject of life. Therefore, a person becomes a real subject of professional realization when he is in a state of protection and safety, while maintaining their needs, values and prospects for self-expression.

This context makes it possible to consider the professional protection of the individual in terms of objective and subjective characteristics of states, which are integrally localized in the subjective sense of social satisfaction as a measure of human comfort both in the inner world and within society. In our opinion, it is the measurement of social satisfaction / frustration that is the determining indicator of professional protection of an individual, which outlines the success of professional realization at each stage of formation.

The neuropsychological parameters of personal security in professional socialization include its subjectivity, emotional stability and ability to make decisions in unusual situations.

In the post-Soviet space where empirical research was conducted, significant achievements of theoretical and empirical research on the study of personality protection within the sphere of professional development are the study of the peculiarities of life and professional development of the individual within the ontogenetic studies of life self-realization (Druzhilov, 2010; Tytarenko, 2007; Frankl, 1990) and professional self-determination of
the individual as a component of the life development of the individual (Bozhovych, 1979; Vasilyuk, 1995; Zlobina, 1996); study of motivational and adaptive content of professional activity (Berezin, 1988; Kokun, 2012; Maklakov, & Sidorova, 2011), development and transformation of the content of professional activity in special conditions (Oboznov, 2003; Olefir, 2015; Smirnov, & Dolgopolova, 2007); determination of morphological, psycho-emotional and socio-economic constants of occupational health (Haletska, & Sosnovskyi, 2006; Maysak, 2012). Different aspects of the problem under study are covered in the works of many scholars (Bakhmat et al., 2019; Behas et al., 2019; Bezliudnyi et al., 2019; Gerasymova, et al., 2019; Maksymchuk et al., 2018; Nerubasska, & Maksymchuk, 2020; Petrova, 2017; Melnyk et al., (2019); Sheremet, Leniv, Loboda, & Maksymchuk, 2019).

In recent decades, neurophysiologists have identified the mechanisms of neuropsychological decision-making under uncertain conditions. Subsequently, it has approximated andrology and psychology to neurosciences, such neurophysiology and neuropsychology (Kahneman, & Tversky, 2000).

Modern research shows that social security and professionalization are considered multimodally. One’s social security implies, first of all, a sense of personal security and adaptability in the multimodal postmodern society. One of the main neuropsychological characteristics which can be considered socially and professionally adapted is mobility. It is the ability to maintain high productivity, adaptability and creativity without being tied to a specific location, usual comfort, place of work (study). Ivanov, Seryy, & Yanitskiy (2017) theorize that mobility is a psychosocial phenomenon which can be studied both in terms of neuropsychology and social security. It is based on the coherence of life strategy and personal safety. However, such a phenomenon is inseparable from the profound neurophysiological, psychological and social characteristics of the subject, who should realize himself or herself as part of “the postmodern self” (Ivanov, Seryy, & Yanitskiy, 2017).

The neurophysiological mechanisms of the feeling of security in society are well-objectified by non-verbal manifestations of the contacts between people, namely facial and kinetic. For instance, Coan et al. (2017) have studied the effects of social regulation through handholding or tactile touches between the subjects who are or are not in different relationships. Their research proves that holding hands can be perceived as a gesture of social support, especially between people of the same status or relationship. However, “more acceptable social support corresponds to less brain activity in the expanded network associated with similar processes, but only during
the very process of handholding. These facts prove the importance of contacts and their context for neurophysiological relief of social stress.

All major types of emotional responses (rapid autonomic and slow cortical) have been discovered and confirmed by MRI in neurophysiology over the last quarter of a century. Cortical responses underlie cognitive data processing. Mirror neurons discovered in the late 20\textsuperscript{th} century have confirmed the neurophysiological nature of empathy, decision-making, social adaptation and emotional modelling of the reflected world, which is directly related to the neurophysiology of professionalization (McDonald, 2017).

However, the safety of professionalization subjects in psychological and neuropsychological aspects has not yet been comprehensively studied. Therefore, this research is extremely relevant. Besides, the methodological substantiation of the structural and functional organization of personal protection as a subject of professionalization is necessary to eliminate the fragmentary nature of the study of this problem,

\textit{The purpose of the study} is to empirically verify the structural and functional organization of personal protection as a subject of professionalization, taking into account psychological and neuropsychological factors.

\textbf{Methods and materials}

The process of constructing a structural and functional model of professional protection of the individual shows that the psychological construct of professional protection should be considered as: 1) such a psychological state that is guaranteed to protect the professional interests of the individual; 2) a set of conditions of existence of the subject of professional realization, which he has mastered and is able to control.

The proposed model is based on the methodological principles and conditions of the neuropsychological subjective, systemic and synergetic approaches (the subjective principle determines the subjective features expressed in subjective-personal characteristics, the systemic principle - substantial features expressed in socially personal characteristics; the synergetic principle - qualitative features that are integrative sign of professional protection of the individual.

There are six substructures in the structure of subject-personal characteristics: \textit{personality orientation, projections of a person’s life path or self-consciousness, abilities, temperament and character, mental processes and states, subject experience}. In the structure of socio-personal characteristics there are three substructures: \textit{the scope of the specialist, the age of the individual and working
**conditions.** Aspects of studying the professional protection of the individual as an integrative synergetic system in which the subject-personal and socio-personal characteristics are expressed functional means of qualitative changes in personality are clarified and generalized. Taking into account these integrative features of personality, which appear in the process of development and affect the construction of professional life, as well as the conditions on the ambiguity of their formation at different stages of professional socialization, because their nature and content change under the influence of many socio-psychological factors the nature of constant dynamic development.

The research sample consisted of: students of graduating classes of secondary schools of Lutsk (NVK (Educational complex) № 20, № 22, № 24) (n = 180); 4th and 5th year students of the Faculty of Psychology, Faculty of Education, Institute of Social Sciences, Institute of Economics and Management of the East European National University named after Lesia Ukrainka (n = 230); mid-level doctors and medical staff of the Volyn Regional Clinical Hospital, the Volyn Regional Infectious Diseases Hospital, the Lutsk Primary Health Care Center № 2 and the Lutsk City Children's Polyclinic (n = 441). The total sample is 851 people.

The program of empirical research contains four blocks: Block 1 - is devoted to explication of empirical referents of professional protection within the limits of early professionalization of the person; Block 2 - explication of empirical referents of professional protection of the person in the conditions of professional training; Block 3 - explication of empirical referents of professional protection of the individual in terms of professional implementation; Block 4 - explication of empirical referents of professional protection of the individual in emotionally stressful conditions of professional realization. Accordingly, the sample of students consisted of graduates of secondary schools, 4th and 5th year students and mid-level doctors who work in ordinary and special conditions. Also, the sample of medical workers was differentiated into four groups according to two criteria - length of service and conditions of professional activity.

The characteristics of psychodiagnostic tools used in these blocks of the empirical research program are described. The first block of the empirical program devoted to the explication of empirical referents of professional safety within the early professionalization of personality used the following psychodiagnostic methods: methods of diagnosing the level of social frustration (Vaserman, Iovlev, & Berebin, 2004) (a modified version); Questionnaire to study the relationship between personality type and the sphere of professional activity (Holland, 1973); methods of studying the
mental states of schoolchildren (Prokhorov, 1997); method "Index of attitude to health"; personal questionnaire for high school students (Cattell, & Coan, 1959); anxiety questionnaire in older adolescents and young people; questionnaire of professional attitudes of older adolescents (Kondakov, 1997); scale of research of children’s Ego-concept (Piers, & Harris, 2002) in adaptation and rationing of Prikhozhan (2007); Eysenck’s questionnaire (Eysenck, & Eysenck, 1975); in the second block of the empirical program devoted to explication of empirical referents of professional safety within the limits of professional training of the person the following is used: a technique of diagnostics of level of social frustration (Vaserman, Iovlev, & Berebin, 2004); life satisfaction index adaptation; Ryff’s scale of psychological well-being (Ryff, 1989) in the adaptation of Lepeshinskiy (2007); methods of studying the main motives for choosing a profession; optimism-activity scale (Corning, & Myers, 2002); the method, called “Diagnosis of the motivational structure of personality” (Milman, 2005); the questionnaire of formal-dynamic properties of individuality (Rusalov, 1997); FPI personal questionnaire (modified form B); questionnaire for the study of dominant states (DS-8) (Kulikov, 2004); the questionnaire for diagnosing self-actualization of personality; test-questionnaire of personal maturity; methods of diagnosis of socio-psychological adaptation (Rogers, & Dymond, 1954); in the third and fourth blocks of the empirical program devoted to the explication of empirical referents of professional safety within the professional realization of personality in normal and special conditions, used for two groups of samples psychodiagnostic methods: in addition to the above methods were additionally involved: methods of studying socio-psychological attitudes in motivational-needs sphere, multilevel personal questionnaire "Adaptability" (MLO-AM), methods of studying coping behavior strategies (SACS scale), test questionnaire "Lifestyle Index" Style Index) (Plutchik, 1979).

Results

After conducting a one-way analysis of variance and determining statistically significant correlations between the level of social frustration and diagnostic criteria that determine the subjective and personal characteristics of professional protection of high school students, the results were factorized to identify generalized sets of characteristics that affect the development of characteristics conditions of professionally safe condition of high school students, using during its implementation only those indicators that are statistically significantly correlated with the level of social frustration.
As a result of factor analysis, the structure of subject-personal characteristics of professional protection of high school students with different levels of social frustration was established. In high school students with a high level of social frustration, the factors "emotional well-being", "conformity", "caution", "anxiety", "social type", "expressiveness", "intellectual development" (specified factors describe about 76% of the variance of the data set); middle school students have the factors “responsibility”, “dominance”, “independence”, “conventional type”, “restraint” (over 67%); and in high school students with a low level of social frustration, the factors "positive behavior", "real enthusiasm", "independence", "determination", "intellectual nihilism", "expressiveness", "sociability" (70% variance of the data set) were identified.

Using the method of multiple regression analysis, the main indicators that determine the high level of social frustration of students - "caution" (β = 0.490), "intellectual development" (β = 0.193), "anxiety" (β = 0.182), psychological content which is concentrated in such features as distrust, skepticism, aggressive straightforwardness of the studied students; high levels of intelligence contribute to the general development of curiosity, insight, and concentration, but frustrating signs of anxiety make them insecure and confused, and as a result, lead to a state of hopelessness, self-blame, insecurity, despair and confusion. The average level of social frustration of high school students is determined by indicators of "responsibility" (β = -0.521), "dominance" (β = 0.490), "independence" (β = 0.148) and "restraint" (β = 0.137), which determine the general background of the developed social competence as a powerful factor of self-actualization that stimulates self-realization of the individual through the ability of the individual to interact effectively with other people, take responsibility for decision-making and exercise authority and demanding, guided by healthy selfishness and self-esteem. The low level of manifestation of social frustration of high school students is determined by the indicators of “independence” (β = 0.592) and “sociability” (β = 0.227), which constitute a zone for the development of optimal conditions for a professionally safe state of the personality, which will protect high school students in real and future time a means of the existing ability to interact with other people, a developed sense of proportion in relationships and interaction with people, the ability to be tactful and sensitive to the mood of others; their formed independence is expressed in self-esteem, responsibility and practicality of thoughts and specific actions, defines the face of social and professional activity and organization of an individual.

The statement of psychodiagnostic data in the second block of the empirical program was carried out according to the results of differentiation
of the studied students according to the level of manifestation of social frustration, which was determined by the method of the same name (Vaserman, Iovlev, & Berebin, 2004): group 1 - students with high social frustration (27.8%); group 2 - average level (39.1%), group 3 - students with a low level of social frustration (33.1%).

After using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov z-normality criteria (Stepnov, 1985), more than 88% of diagnostic criteria were found to correspond to the normal distribution (p ≤ 0.05), and the non-parametric N-Kraskal-Wallace criteria was used (Kruskal, & Wallis, 1952), confirmed the differences between groups of students with different levels of social frustration (confidence level from p ≤ 0.01 to p ≤ 0.001). The factorization procedure made it possible to obtain an unambiguously interpreted factorial model of the subjective-personal characteristics of students' professional protection with different levels of social frustration, which included factors: “life satisfaction”, “sympathy in interaction with other people”, “poise”, “creativity”, “working orientation”, “flexibility in communication”, “shyness”, “achievement of social status”, “emotional sensitivity”, “desire to lead”, which describe about 55% of the dispersion of data.

The use of the z-transform method to determine the levels of expression of factors in three groups of respondents and the non-parametric U-Mann-Whitney criteria (Mann, & Whitney, 1947) made it possible to determine statistically significant differences in the expression of the selected factors in the studied groups (p ≤ 0.001), except for two factors “achieving social status” and “desire to manage”.

The application of the method of multiple regression analysis made it possible to determine the main determinants of the integrated indicator of psychological well-being of respondents. The prognostic determinants of psychological well-being of students with a high level of social frustration include "shyness" (β = 0.682) in signs of anxiety and insecurity, lack of a positive self-image, expressed communicative emotions and general "life dissatisfaction" (β = -0.360) in signs of low assessment of psychological well-being, instability of emotional tone, general low tone, neuroticism, the dominant state of boredom and passivity. An integral indicator of the psychological well-being of students with an average level of social frustration is most determined by "shyness" (β = 0.343) and "creativity" (β = 0.223) in a set of signs of autonomy, spontaneity and a pronounced need for knowledge.

For students with a low level of social frustration, the prognostic determinants of the integrated indicator of psychological well-being were "creativity" (β = 0.421) in all signs of readiness for self-realization, "life
satisfaction" (β = 0.386) in the complex of positive self-esteem, high psychological well-being, stability of emotional tone, high general tone, energy, cheerfulness and "sympathy in interaction with other people" (β = 0.385), which is expressed in the developed communicative ergic, speed and plasticity, which contribute to the development of communication with other people and their life values are full of feelings of happiness and life integrity and justice.

The statement of psychodiagnostic data in the third block of the empirical program was carried out in accordance with the results of differentiation of the studied specialists in medical specialties according to the level of social frustration, which was determined using the same method (Vaserman, Iovlev, & Berebin, 2004). In total, the sample of medical workers was differentiated into four groups according to two criteria - length of service and conditions of professional activity (group of medical workers with professional experience up to 5 years) (n = 205), among which 90 medical workers work in normal conditions, and 115 - in special conditions and a group of medical workers with professional experience of more than 5 years (n = 236), among which 124 medical workers work in normal conditions, and respectively 112 - in special conditions).

The data obtained during the diagnosis in groups of medical workers (adapted to certain conditions) working in normal and special conditions of professional activity were subjected to mathematical and statistical analysis using the z-criteria of normality Kolmogorov-Smirnov (p≤0.05), nonparametric H–Kraskal-Wallace criteria (confidence level from p ≤ 0.01 to p ≤ 0.001), which allowed to apply the procedures of factor and multiple regression analysis for all groups of subjects (Kruskal, & Wallis, 1952).

As a result of factorization for adapted persons (AP) with a high level of social frustration, working in normal conditions, the following factors were obtained: "active involvement in life", "manipulative spontaneity", "shyness", "communicative activity", "acceptance of others", "neurotic autonomy", "sociability", "cognitive alienation", "maintenance of social status", which describe 59.6% of the variance of the empirical data. Medium-level adapted persons have "socio-psychological adaptation", "professional productivity", "social comfort", "creativity", "determination", "emotional stability", "search for social support", "purposefulness" and "ability to work" (51.7% of the variance). The results of factor analysis in a group of adapted persons with a low level of social frustration, framed by factors: "reactivity", "adaptive potential", "self-esteem", "positivity", "impartiality", "autonomy", "social affirmation", "acceptance of others" and "self-confidence" (69.3% of the variance of the data set).
It was found that the determinants of the integrated indicator of psychological well-being among AP with a high level of social frustration, working in normal conditions were "manipulative spontaneity" ($\beta = -0.308$), "active involvement in life" ($\beta = 0.247$), "neurotic autonomy" ($\beta = 0.195$), which largely determine the characteristics of the desire to manage the environment, uncritical self-perception and self-doubt, which are manifested in the hidden indirect actions of manipulating people and demonstrating authority over others; at the same time, these medical workers are actively involved in life, they have a high rate of integrated life support index, a clear interest in life, they are consistent in achieving goals, and at the same time can be creative; their expressed independence is full of neurotic signs of excessive thinking about their own actions in the process of social interaction. The prognostic determinants of occupational protection of AP with an average level of social frustration, who work in normal conditions, mostly include the characteristics of "purposefulness" ($\beta = 0.574$) with a sense of clear awareness of past and present events; expressed "creativity" ($\beta = 0.255$), but in terms of "professional productivity" ($\beta = -0.132$), these medical professionals do not have a stable, emotionally sustained attitude to various professional situations. In AP with a low level of social frustration, who work in normal conditions, the characteristics of natural "impartiality" ($\beta = 0.731$) are most pronounced in the signs of friendliness, purposefulness, interest in life, conflict-free attitude to themselves and activities, optimism and cognitive activity, altruism; they are deprived of "reactivity" ($\beta = -0.178$), so they are energy efficient and balanced; as well as the desire for social status through the recognition of others ("social affirmation" ($\beta = -0.153$).

As a result of mathematical and statistical analysis of factor analysis data for AP who work in special conditions, we obtained data for each of the studied groups on the level of manifestation of social frustration. Thus, for a group of AP with a high level of social frustration, working in special conditions, a nine-factor model was obtained: "irritability", "impulsiveness", "alienation", "independence", "aggressive actions", "shyness", "interest in life", "pessimism" and "autonomy", which describe 63.5% of the variance of the array of empirical data. For a group of AP with an average level of social frustration - "adaptive potential", "curiosity", "self-acceptance", "work orientation", "livelihood", "need for knowledge", "active dominance", "avoidance of social contacts", "internal passivity" (54.9%). For AP with a low level of social frustration, who work in special conditions as a result of factoring an array of empirical data, the following factors were obtained: "entry into social contact", "professional devotion", "altruism", "life satisfaction", "professional diplomacy", "vital apathy",
consistency in achieving goals," self-acceptance " and " cognitive activity " (58.8% variance of the data set).

The application of the method of multiple regression analysis, allowed to determine the main determinants of the integrated indicator of psychological well-being of AP with a high level of social frustration, working in special conditions, including "pessimism" ($\beta = 0.576$), "aggressive actions" ($\beta = -0.251$) and "irritability" ($\beta = 0.229$), which together determine the signs of intolerance and frustration; their intellectual rigidity and communicative slowness determine the low need for communication, and the weakness of the emotional tone is not manifested in distrust and aggression; although they are prone to neuropsychiatric disorders and irritability, which neutralizes their adaptive abilities. The prognostic determinants of professional protection of AP with an average level of social frustration include a pronounced "work orientation" ($\beta = 0.455$), which is supported by creative activity, propensity for extraordinary and original decisions, emotional balance; their blocked "self-acceptance" ($\beta = -0.382$) confirms the presence of difficulties in social contacts "avoidance of social contacts" ($\beta = 0.137$), but does not deprive these medical workers of "curiosity" ($\beta = 0.130$) as a reinforcing stimulus of cognitive activity and needs for self-improvement.

The same procedure for processing diagnostic data was applied to medical workers with more than 5 years of professional experience working in normal and special conditions.

The prognostic determinants of professional protection of masters with a high level of social frustration, working in normal conditions, include a pronounced "neuroticism" ($\beta = 0.262$), supported by emotional lability and shyness, their poorly developed super-ego excludes the acceptance of others and the system formed values of harmonious interaction with other people "low super-ego" ($\beta = 0.252$), which can explain the excessive desire for dominance over others, success and approval "manipulative dominance" ($\beta = 0.238$). For masters with an average level of social frustration - "self-understanding" ($\beta = -0.409$) and "professional tact" ($\beta = 0.344$) demonstrate the denial of manifestations of human sensitivity to their own desires and needs, which allows to adequately perceive and evaluate themselves; the general background of their individual-dynamic and personal properties is determined by the expressed need for motor activity and communicative ergic, balance, sociability, stress resistance, endurance and decision-making ability. Generalization of the dominant factor characteristics of medical workers with a low level of social frustration "friendliness" ($\beta = 0.285$), "intellectual confidence" ($\beta = -0.278$), "emotional stability" ($\beta = 0.207$) and
"autonomy" (β = 0.204) emphasizes the signs of their friendliness, friendliness and openness, they have the techniques of professional communication, and in interaction with people sincere in emotions and thoughts; intellectual confidence is not expressed, but they are emotionally stable, have a high level of self-regulation and behavior, which confirms their endurance and efficiency; signs of social maturity are reflected in such characteristics of self-actualization as autonomy, trust in people and impartiality.

In the group of masters with a high level of social frustration, working in special conditions, the following factors were identified: "negative self-image", "uncritical self-acceptance", "adaptive communication", "operational formality", "communicative tact", "focus on process", "need for knowledge", "life support" and "aggressiveness", which describe 61% of the variance of the array of empirical data. Specialists with an average level of social frustration - "contact", "communicative competence", "self-concept", "creativity", "skepticism", "interest in life", "dissatisfaction with life", "vital activity" and "intellectual ergic" (59.2%). Experts with a low level of social frustration demonstrate a factor model that includes "self-esteem", "adaptive abilities", "sociability", "orientation", "professional competence", "caution", "creative activity", "reactive aggression", "positive self-image" and "positive self-image" (67.6% of the data array variance).

For medical workers with a high level of social frustration who work in special conditions, the factors "operational formality" (β = 0.589), "process orientation" (β = 0.261) and "negative self-image" (β = 0.155) had the greatest impact, the psychological content of which is determined by the operational formality due to the pronounced focus on the process of activity, characterized by strict compliance with the operational requirements of professional activity; the formed negative image of oneself reflects signs of high criticism in the assessment of oneself, insecurity and anxiety and dissatisfaction with life in general, which actually blocks the development of positive life goals. In the group of masters of medical workers with an average level of social frustration - factors "interest in life" (β = 0.451) and "contact" (β = 0.312) state a pronounced level of their self-actualizing signs of respect for values, time orientation and acceptance of others, confirming a high level personal competence and social maturity; developed contact is a confirmation of their sociability, friendliness and openness. For health workers with a low level of social frustration who work in special conditions - the factors of "positive self-image" (β = 0.531) and "self-esteem" (β = 0.451) in psychological terms characterize these medical workers as professionals with a formed attitude to themselves and self-acceptance, which determines the level of their adequate self-esteem and self-criticism; expressed self-esteem
confirms the formed sense of self-esteem, confidence, balance, endurance and inner endurance, which is generally the result of their ability to love other people, to show tolerance and flexibility in interacting with others.

The analysis allows us to conclude that the identified indicators of the subjective-personal profile of medical workers with different lengths of professional activity (up to 5 years and more than 5 years), and who work in different conditions, contain significant differences in the criteria division studied by the level of social frustration expressed.

**Discussion**

The article considers the theory of social security as an element of personal security. In particular, it confirms the theory of the decisive role of psychological and neuropsychological mechanisms of the subjective influence on non-standard decision-making. An optimal application of such approaches is in the prevention, preventive avoidance and resolution of social and ethical conflicts, which is the key to comfortable professionalization (Bush, 2015).

Professionalization, as one of the aspects of socialization, is associated with several psychological dangers for a person. Indeed, Sheinov (2016) points out that there are manipulative tendencies in modern society at all levels of interaction with a person, which cause psychological discomfort or other negative psychological states in 92% of cases. Self-affirmation and assertiveness serve as protection against such manipulations during social adaptation and (as a next stage of) professionalization, while goal setting in the context of social support and relationships weakens such protection. This fact has been proven by experiments with significant representativeness in both men and women (over 500 respondents). This applies to absolutely all professional groups, namely, students, cadets, university teachers, service workers, social workers (Sheinov, 2016).

The article proves the neuropsychological theory about one’s subjectivity, which manifests itself both in individual activities and in the social context. The provisions on the neuropsychological and neurosocial potential of everyone’s ability “to expand their subjectivity, develop and assimilate sociocultural experience in accordance with the neurobiological inclinations of their subjectivity (to become the highest result of the interaction between the natural and the social)” have proved to be valid (Glozman, 2012, p. 31).

Also, the obtained results confirm the need to develop neurosocial and neuropsychological aspects of subjective reflection, as well as all types of
feedback, which are a prerequisite for socialization and professionalization in education and professional development (Kazlauskiene, & Barabanova, 2020).

Besides, the scientific novelty of the obtained results is that for the first time:

- the structural-functional model of professional protection of the person is developed;
- the specifics of functioning of mechanisms of satisfaction of actual need of professional realization of the person (latent inhibition and consequent growth) are revealed and nominative modes of professional protection of the person (neurotic, normative and productive) are specified;
- developed the definitive articulation of the concept of "professional protection of the individual" and highlighted its integrative function in the system of personal life;
- further development of substantiation of synergetic effects in the integrative system of professional protection of the individual (weakening and strengthening) and "targets" of professional counseling influence in psychological practice of blocking mechanisms of latent inhibition of meeting the urgent need for professional realization at each stage of professional development, positive institutional perception of future professional life, self-regulation and self-control of professional activity, constructive initiation of professional competence).

The practical significance of the results is that certain psychological features of the structural and functional organization of personal protection as a subject of professionalization and the proposed "targets" of professional counseling can be used in the practice of creating developmental and correctional programs to improve professional comfort and well-being at different stages of professional development personalities in educational and medical institutions.

Theoretical provisions and practical achievements of the thesis can be used in the teaching of academic disciplines “General Psychology”, “Psychodiagnosics”, “Differential Psychology”, “Labor Psychology and Engineering Psychology”, “Health Psychology”, “Psychological Foundations of Professional Counseling” and for the duration of the passage research practice of masters and graduate students of the specialty "Psychology".

Conclusions

A structural and functional model of professional protection of the individual is developed, which is based on methodological principles and
provisions of systemic, neuropsychological subjective and synergetic approaches, the content of which determines the subjective, semantic and qualitative characteristics that are manifested respectively in subject-personal, social-personal and integrative personality traits.

It is noted that a potentially regulating factor in the manifestation of professional protection of the individual is the experience of social satisfaction / frustration, which most clearly outlines the success of professional realization of the individual at different stages of formation. The main empirical referents of studying the protection of the individual as a subject of professionalization at all stages of its formation from the period of professional choice (orientation), the period of initial professional development (higher education) and the period of professional implementation taking into account working conditions are outlined.

The scientific position of the empirical study of professional protection of the individual is realized in the separation of the experience of social satisfaction, the system-forming factor of which is the urgent need that initiates the manifestation of successful professional realization. Empirical identification of subject-personal and socio-personal characteristics of persons who differ in the parameters of professional functioning, their age range of professional development and working conditions, was carried out in the mode of fixing the level of social satisfaction / frustration of the individual in each of the four blocks of the empirical program devoted to the study of empirical referents of professional protection in the period of professional optation, professional training in higher education, within the professional realization of personality in normal and special conditions on the example of medical workers.

The results of the study demonstrated the excellent content of empirical referents of professional protection of the individual in the period of professional optation, professional training and actual professional implementation in ordinary and special conditions of activity.

Given the list of subject-personal characteristics of the studied high school students in the period of professional optation, which have differences in manifestation depending on the level of social frustration (high, medium, low), identified such urgent needs for professional implementation as actualization of stimulus-passive activity, actualization -cognitive activity, actualization of creatively balanced activity. In the studied students at the level of the actual need for professional realization recorded the actualization of normergy-spending activity; actualization of normergic-accumulative activity; actualization of creative and effective activity. At medical workers with experience...
up to 5 years who work in normal conditions, at the level of actual needs of professional realization actualization of neurotic-impulsive activity is specified; actualization of operational and economic activity; actualization of adaptive-productive activity; and for medical workers with up to 5 years of experience who work in special conditions - the actualization of emotionally rigid activity; actualization of operative-adaptive activity; actualization of adaptive-compensatory activity. At medical workers with more than 5 years of experience who work in normal conditions at the level of actual needs of professional realization actualization of neurotic-manipulative activity is noted; actualization of normative-conformal activity; actualization of adaptive-conventional activity; and for medical workers with more than 5 years of experience who work in special conditions - the actualization of operational and rigid activity; actualization of mobilization-adaptive activity; actualization of adaptive-optimal activity.
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